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Major Gas-Phase Tracers in Starless Cores
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• can use chemistry to choose molecules that 
probe the edge to center 
• complementary to dust with velocity/density/
temperature/abundance information.
• Issues: are there tracers of core centers and 
what do they tell us about physical state?  
➡Heavy element depletion?
➡H2D+ ➔ D2H+ ➔ D3+?
• Complex molecule formation?
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• six HD18O lines detected with Vlsr ~ 7 km/s - not typical
• HDO must be optically thick in the component from which 
HD18O emits
• extreme D/H ratio or very high H2O column



















• ALMA SV Date of Orion KL 
(1.7″ x 1.2″ spatial resolution) 
• Brightest HDO emission in 
small clump (2″) in size at 7 
km/s
• Agrees with HD18O velocities
• Analysis of high-lying water 
isotopologue lines consistent 
with emission from this small 
clump
➡  N(H2O) ~ 2 x 1020 cm-2  
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➡what is the extent of ISM chemsitry?
➡ grain surface formation?  gas-phase?
➡ can we detect molecules of greater 
complexity?
➡what are their abundances and how do they 
compare to the solar syste  record?
T H E  Y O U N G  D I S K ?
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Tobin et al. 2013
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➡what are the best tracers?
➡ how does matter accrete onto star?
➡ constant/episodic? 
➡what is the size of the young disk?
➡what are its physical characteristics?
➡what happens to it chemically?
P R O T O P L A N E TA R Y 
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• sets timescales of giant 
planet formation
• gas is important for 
circularizing terrestrial 
planet orbits (Agnor & Ward 
2002; Kominami & Ida 
2002)
• gas physical structure/mass 
- unlocks ability to explore 
chemistry
H E R N A N D E Z  E T  A L .  2 0 0 7
direct gas measurements 
are more challenging
(see Alexander et al. 2014)
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• For protoplanetary disks it is complicated
➡ H2 contains all the mass but is unemissive for typical 
temperatures (20 K) that characterize the disk mass reservoir 
• Two proxies are used:  
1. thermal emission from dust grains at mm/sub-mm 
wavelengths (and a gas to dust ratio)
➡ grain growth leads to large uncertainties
2. thermo-chemical modeling of gas emission, primarily CO 
and isotopologues  (and a CO abundance)
➡ optically thick lines 
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TW Hya Weinberger et al. 2002
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Thi et al. 2010
??
Gorti et al. 2010
H E R S C H E L  D E T E C T I O N  
O F  H D  T O WA R D S  T W  H YA
• HD traces H2 in gas with 
calibrated abundance
• Emission is strongly 
temperature sensitive (ΔE ~ 
128 K)
• Does not emit from midplane
• Model using detailed 
themochemistry (Gorti et al. 
2011) and simple assumptions 











HD J = 1-0












HD J = 2-1
OH 2Π1/2 9/2-7/2

















Thi et al. 2010
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Thi et al. 2010
??
Gorti et al. 2010• other systems are underestimated?
• Using C18O and HD Favre et al. 2013 - derive 
CO abundance < 10-5
➡where is carbon?
➡CO may not be a direct tracer of mass, but 
does inform on presence/absence of gas
• Going forward: ALMA can determine thermal 
structure,re-inform on mass, explore carbon 
chemistry
Disk Ionization
• Ionization powers chemistry & links neutrals to the magnetic field.
• Initial indications are that cosmic rays are reduced, perhaps due to 
winds - implications for disk physics (MRI) and chemistry (e.g. 
deuterium fractionation).  ALMA!




























“ C H E M I C A L  I M A G I N G ”
A L M A :  T H E  C O  S N O W L I N E
• CO detected - but emits from surface not midplane
• N2H+  traces gas where CO is frozen (CO is a major 
destroyer)
• Inside midplane CO snow line, N2H+ is destroyed






CO snow lineInside water snow-line: volatiles 
in gas.  C/O = (C/O)⊙ ~ 0.5
CO, CO2 in gas, water in ice
Gas: C/O ~ 2/3
Ice: C/O << (C/O)⊙
CO in gas, water, CO2 in ice
Gas: C/O ~ 1
Ice: C/O < (C/O)⊙
water, CO, CO2 in ice
Ice: C/O = (C/O)⊙
Oberg+, Mousis+
Caveat: assuming some O in 
silicates but does not include 
organics (C-rich + O) and 
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water, CO, CO2 in ice
Ice: C/O = (C/O)⊙
Oberg+, Mousis+
Caveat: assuming some O in 
silicates but does not include 
organics (C-rich + O) and 
additional unidentified oxygen 
component
• Giant planets accrete gas - C/O ratio can hint 
at birth location and be compared to 
exoplanet atmosphere composition (Jupiter!)
• Terrestrial world made from solids -- inside 
snow lines trace composition of material 
provided to forming rocky worlds.
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log10 [nC18O J=2  (cm-3)]
HD and C18O in TW Hya
CO abundance < 2 x 10-5
(varied assumptions) - Favre et al. 2013
• Favre et al. 2013 - use 
detection of C18O in TW Hya 
with HD 
• HD will not emit if Tgas < 20 K
• CO freezes onto grains if Tgr < 
20 K
• Emission ratio probes volatile 
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HD and C18O in TW Hya
CO abundance < 2 x 10-5
(varied assumptions) - Favre et al. 2013
• Favre et al. 2013 - use 
detection of C18O in TW Hya 
with HD 
• HD will not emit if Tgas < 20 K
• CO freezes onto grains if Tgr < 
20 K
• Emission ratio probes volatile 
CO abundance (assuming D/H 
ratio; isotopic ratio)
• CO may not be a good mass tracer, can 
measure presence/absence of gas
• Where is volatile carbon? 
➡ Possible mechanism (Bergin et al. 2014)
• Need ALM !!!!
